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Virgo Vs The Zodiac is a sci-fi/fantasy JRPG inspired by the Mario & Luigi RPG series and the Mother RPG series in
which you play as an obsessed villain.

The game features traditional turn-based combat with real-time execution of moves: blocking, countering and timing your
attacks carefully as well as predicting your foes' moves is essential to succeed in Virgo’s twisted and unforgiving cosmic

quest to bring back the Golden Age, a period of peace, symmetry and balance, or so she thinks.

In this galaxy where every action means a reaction, you’ll play as Virgo, the Holy Queen, often called Dreadful Queen by
heretics, bringing mayhem to the Zodiac Realms and leaving a trail of stardust on the way, all to fit her excessively righteous

worldview.

  Unforgiving timed-actions combat where all conflicts are lethal unless you protect yourself; precise timed attacks
and blocks will bring an end to heresy.

  Counter-Turn system: Any attack can be countered by a variety of equippable counter skills.

  No random encounters: Battles fought are plot-relevant.

  Rewards through exploration: As you delve into the most heretical star clusters of the galaxy, you'll find a vast
amount of explorable areas brimming with interactive objects. Many choices that will impact the game can be brought
up through world interaction and exploration.
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  Decide your fate with multiple endings.

  Crafting and upgrading a multitude of items shareable between your party members!

  150+ equipment choices

  Non-self insert and overly villanious Main Character.

  Unlikely friends and foes such as Goats, Save Dinosaurs and a Cookie Companion.

  Spare enemies and make friends!

  Interact with different Zodiacs outside of the main quest within the Zodiac Memories.

  SHMUP minigame and most importantly, you can also ride on Alpacas!
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Publisher:
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Gilbert New Kitty Added + Kitten Count Fixed:

Hi Everyone!. The Campaign is Complete! Thank You All!:

Well first, we need to get all of our backers a backer-exclusive Discord title. To do this, we will create a separate announcement
that’s for backers only. In the announcement, simply post with your Discord username and we will change your title to “”.

Next, we have the closed alpha that’s scheduled to begin on July 1st. Again, there will be a separate announcement that’s aimed
at backers who pledged enough to get access to the alpha (early bird amount was $42. After the early bird ended, it went up to
$45).

We will distribute alpha Steam keys via DM through our Discord channel. If you haven’t already joined, you can do so via this
link: https://discord.gg/UzZv25Y

Once the alpha period is complete, we will work on a date for the closed beta. This will happen closer to the launch later this
year. Distribution of beta keys will work the same way as they will with the closed alpha.

That’s all for now! However, we are working on a lot of cool things and as a result, we will have plenty of updates to share over
the coming months.

Thanks again to everyone that supported us! We can’t wait for you to experience the complete version of Iratus: Lord of the
Dead.. Hyper Gods is 50% off!:
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As part of the Steam Summer Sale, Hyper Gods will be 50% off until the 5th of July!

This is the lowest price ever for the game, so be sure to take this chance to finally stop the Gods, once and for all... If you can
handle their rage, that is.

Beware.. Participate in the betas:
Hello everybody,

We are uploading new exciting unique experimental versions for you to test them out before anybody else does!

They might have features that never see the light, who knows?

How to access them.. [26-5-2017] Quick Update : New gadget and more!:

From the team. v0.0.62 bugfix / change:
Hi this is a little bugfix / change update

Buy area is now smaller , and you can not buy weapon through walls anymore.

Thats it , and as said in the last bugfix the next big update will be hopefully deployed on sunday the 8.10 so stay tuned.

Thanks for reading and as alway thanks for playing Space Survivors Shooter.. IMPORTANT: Performance Fix for Day One:
We're aware of a few performance issues related to some of the settings in the options menu. We'll be working on a fix for these
soon in an upcoming patch.

Extreme Framerate Drops & Stuttering:
You can try a couple of things if you have stuttering or poor FPS:

From the main menu go to "Options," click the "Black Mesa" tab, and uncheck the four boxes under "Performance."

These options are called "Enable DLight Manager", "Enable Muzzleflash DLight", and "Enable Battery DLight".
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Possible Full Bright/No Lighting Fix:
Make sure if you are using a laptop your dedicated video card is being used.

Control Panel > NVIDIA Control Panel > Manage 3D Settings > Program Settings > Add bms.exe > Select Dedicated graphics
card (field 2).

You can also try:

Find 'autoexec'.cfg in SteamApps/common/Black Mesa/bms/cfg and open this file with Notepad

Add the following lines to this file:

mat_dxlevel 95
mat_fullbright 0
mat_hdr_level 2

Save the file and launch the game to see if this fixes your issue.

We are extremely sorry for the hiccups, we'll be rolling out additional patches for some of the other issues as quickly as possible
over the next few days. Thanks for your patience!
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